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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, people have had to deal with the inadequacies of the traditional ﬁnance system. Notably, the
centralization of the traditional ﬁnance system had affected the way people access ﬁnancial services. Among others,
the inadequacies of the ﬁnance system led to the Global Financial Crisis of 2008. Despite the prolonged effect of the
crisis, the traditional ﬁnancial system has done nothing to improve consumers' accessibility. Consumers often have to
leave their funds to bank administrators, pay an excessively high maintenance fee or transaction fee, deal with
middlemen and even lose their privacy/data to hackers who manipulate the centralized server. Hence, decentralized
ﬁnance was introduced as a revolutionary approach towards the inadequacies of the traditional ﬁnancial system.
Being powered by blockchain technology, the decentralized ﬁnance system challenges the centralized system by
providing a means through which users can maintain control over their assets and interact with ﬁnancial services
through decentralized applications and peer-2-peer services. As decentralized ﬁnancial services are built on the
blockchain-based deﬁ ecosystem, every data accrued is recorded on the blockchain and spread across nodes, keeping
users' privacy intact.
The blockchain and cryptocurrencies are still in their early stages, yet retain the power to reshape the way ﬁnancial
transactions are being executed globally. The creation of new and better processes, products, and services via these
ideas will take the blockchain and cryptocurrencies mainstream and eventually change the world forever and empower
billions of people to transact independently from centralized institutions. However, with any growing technology or
market, there is a need for improvement and innovation. The need for a simple and secure platform to aid users to
transact with cryptocurrencies via blockchain technology from start to ﬁnish has never been higher.
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ABOUT GYLIE

ABOUT GYLIE

GYLIE is in the process of developing several
revenue-generating platforms. Currently, these
platforms include the GYLIE Wallet, GYLIE
Exchange, GYLIE Tokens, and the GYLIE NFT
marketplace. Each platform will have its unique
features and purposes, but they will all be
interconnected under the umbrella of GYLIE.
GYLIE is a peer-to-peer service-based crypto
platform. Users of GYLIE will have the option to
exchange GYLIE tokens for various services. We
aim to capitalize on massive amounts of market
share from established service-based industries
by allowing GYLIE TOKENS as a form of payment
and by securing the transaction for both parties
through the use of smart contracts.
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ABOUT GYLIE

The GYLIE Wallet is GYLIE’s signature feature; it is already available on both iOS and Android. Users will be able to
purchase GYLIE tokens from different platforms, thus diminishing the barrier of entry to acquiring GYLIE Tokenomics
will be supported on the wallet, meaning each transaction will have reﬂection and burn functions. There will also be
several features that are exclusive to the wallet, such as price projections, reﬂection tracking, live graphs, and more,
GYLIE is developing a decentralized
ﬁnance ecosystem that allows coin
holders to access various decentralized
services while earning more with their
tokens. Coin holders do not necessarily
have to trade constantly to earn rewards
in the community. By performing
transactions and holding tokens holders
can earn rewards actively.
Just like any blockchain company, we believe that cryptocurrencies are the best ﬁnancial tool that can help to bank the
unbanked population, and also open them up to the already existing ﬁnancial opportunities already provided by
traditional banking services they previously had no access to.
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OUR VISION

OUR VISION

GYLIE is committed to providing a sophisticated
easy-to-use crypto wallet application that will
enable anyone to store, send, receive, exchange,
and swap crypto assets at users' convenience.
Users will have the option to use a decentralized
ﬁnancial exchange (such as Atomic Swaps)
without the need to provide or store user data
centrally.
GYLIE will enable users across the globe to buy
and sell NFTs in our marketplace at any time. In
addition, GYLIE will constantly research and
provide excellent blockchain technology and
cryptocurrency application scenarios that will
further the adoption and use cases of
cryptocurrencies.
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WHY BINANCE
SMART CHAIN?
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The Binance Smart Chain is a functioning
blockchain optimized for ultra-fast trading. Its
ecosystem was developed for cross-chain
compatibility with Binance Chain to facilitate an
all-inclusive experience for users. While it runs in
parallel with Binance Chain, the blockchain
boasts compatibility with smart contract
functionality and Ethereum Virtual Machine.
Binance Smart Chain aims to utilize the high
effectiveness of Binance Chain while still
leveraging smart contract features. Due to its
compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine,
it fully supports Ethereum tools and
decentralized applications. Amongst other
features, the Binance Smart Chain includes a
cross-chain compatibility system that allows
users to transfer digital assets from one
blockchain to another without friction.
Furthermore, it hosts a new full-ﬂedged
environment that can be used to develop highperforming decentralized applications that can
facilitate quick trade.
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CRYPTO WALLET

Decentralized crypto wallets are an essential factor in owning and investing in cryptocurrencies of any sort. Wallets for
digital currencies are very similar to wallets for your hard, in-hand currencies, like dollars or euros; just a digitized
version of your bank account. They are used to buy and store your crypto and send your crypto to others.

GYLIE Wallet
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GYLIE Wallet is the world's simplest, most secure
decentralized multi-crypto wallet application that is
designed to provide DeFi access and other crypto-related
use cases. GYLIE allows users to securely store their crypto
assets so that they can be used for transactions on a P2P
level. With this wallet, users can send and receive funds on
Binance Chain (BSC), and Ethereum (ETH). They can also
make cross-chain transfers between different blockchains.
To make our platform even more convenient for users,
GYLIE Wallet uses a modern User Interface and
internationally recognized online-security practices to
simplify the use of all cryptocurrencies on our platform.

With this business model, GYLIE seeks to become a platform that is accessible to users worldwide via Apple and
Android devices. Therefore, GYLIE will become the go-to for global users to store their cryptocurrencies while they retain
control over their private keys. Unlike traditional banks and many cryptocurrency wallets, GYLIE does not hold custody
of users' funds. This means that users retain legal custody of their funds while they use the GYLIE Wallet, greatly
improving security compared to centralized storage - which is prone to hacks and other forms of criminality
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DECENTRALIZED
EXCHANGE

Amongst the use cases of the decentralized ﬁnance ecosystem, Decentralized exchange is the one. Just as its
ecosystem, the decentralized exchange was developed as an alternative approach to the irregularities of centralized
exchanges and their inbuilt wallet. As problems including centralized control of traders' funds, susceptibility to hacking,
price manipulation, high trading fees, high withdrawal limit, and security ﬂaws engulf centralized exchanges,
decentralized exchanges were developed to provide a free-ﬂowing tokenized economy that facilitates automatic
investor privacy, low trading fees, transactional trust, and digital assets diversity.

GYILE
EXCHANGE

GYILE decentralized exchange is being developed as a revolutionary approach toward the inefﬁciencies of the existing
centralized exchanges. It is being developed to aid in the swift trading of BEP-20 tokens while still providing traders with
full custody over their tokens.
By being on the high-performing Binance Smart Chain, the decentralized exchange enhances ultra-fast and cheap
trading for users. GYILE decentralized exchange solves the growing problem of centralization in the exchange
ecosystem by enabling a direct transfer of assets by users in its network. With its low fee structure, users can conduct
trade at a fraction of the cost of Ethereum-based decentralized exchange networks. The platform's upgraded technical
capabilities allow traders to complete transactions within a few seconds without divulging personal information to the
network's server.
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Non-fungible tokens are tokenized
digital assets representing real
objects like art, game items,
music, videos, and other
collectibles. Each NFT on the
GYILE NFT marketplace will have a
digital signature that makes it
impossible to duplicate the NFT
for another. Furthermore, an NFT
can only be owned by one person.
This way, NFT holders can gain
control and ownership over their
data.

As NFTs will exist on the GYILE blockchain-based platform, buyers will be able to verify NFT ownership and easily transfer
the underlying tokens between owners. GYILE NFT Marketplace offers digital artists and content writers an opportunity to
monetize their assets. As it stands, the cost of minting an NFT through platforms using Ethereum is exorbitant for anyone
seeking to make a living out of their talent. All minting payments on Ethereum also known as 'gas fees' are in ETH.
Fortunately, the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is bridging this gap. This is the reason GYILE is running on the BSC. Binance
has a supportive ecosystem and a growing user base, as per the millions of users on Binance DEX and Binance.com.

REWARDING
CREATORS

GYILE TOKEN
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To promote the creators and help them achieve their dreams GYLIE
will reward its top performers. This step will also help the promotion
of the marketplace and platform. GYLIE will reward the top
performers (sellers) from The NFT marketplace with GYLIE tokens
every week.

The $GYLIE token will be used to access every aspect of the GYLIE
ecosystem. It will serve as the underlying currency to participate in a
feature on the GYLIE ecosystem. Token distribution has been used to
develop the fundamental aspects of the GYLIE ecosystem. As the
GYLIE token has launched on Pancakeswap, the (pre-sale) funds will
be used to provide locked liquidity to the platform's liquidity pool. All
liquidity GYLIE tokens in PancakeSwap will be fully locked. Our
community, transparency, and trust are our highest priority.
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OF GYLIE
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Automatic Reward

BURN

Liquidity Pool

GYLIE is a community token and
we are not going to forget its
holders. The redistribution of the
token is to unite the community.
GYLIE is a community token, so
it is necessary that the
community is being treated well.
Redistribution increases the
conﬁdence among the
community and allows outsiders
to invest in the token. For every
successful transaction, 3% will
be redistributed among the
current holders of the coin.

Another feature that GYLIE
provides is automatic burning.
The goal of token burning is to
remove a certain quantity of a
token from the circulating
supply. Burning the coin
increases the price. 2% of the
coin will be burned to prove
liquidity with every transaction
thus increasing the price which
will beneﬁt the user.

The use of a Liquidity Pool
allows GYLIE to be traded with
limited slippage. The LP is large
enough to allow users to do
transactions as they please and
will be locked to ensure the
stability of the price while
creating a ﬂoor price. With every
transaction, 5% will be added to
the liquidity pool (2.5% in BNB
and 2.5% in GYLIE). This will
further improve the ecosystem.
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TOKENOMICS

$GYLIE 50,000,000,000 tokens

TOKENOMICS

Rewards
20%

Team
15%

Marketing
10%

On every buy/sale transaction
2% burn
3% back to holders (reﬂection)
5% towards liquidity (2.5% in BNB and 2.5% in GYLIE)

Future Listings
10%
Private Round
10%
Future Projects
10%

Public Pre-Sale Round 1
2%
Exchange Liquidity
20%
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Public Pre-Sale Round 2
3%
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OUR DAPP

OUR DAPP

There is currently no crypto
company offering all of these
products and services in a
single app, and at best, only a
subset of the services we
provide are currently offered in
a single app by a potential
competitor.
Therefore, GYLIE has the
potential to become the
market leader by providing all
the mentioned products and
services in a single app
because the integration of all
these high-quality services into
a single app creates an edge
for GYLIE over the rest of the
market.
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ROADMAP

ROADMAP

Idea Q2 of 2021

iOS and Android App Q4 of 2021

Website Q3 of 2021

NFT marketplace Q1 of 2022
Blockchain educational platform
(Gylie Genesys) Q2 2022
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VINDAX exchange listing in Feb 2022

Pre-sale Jan 2022

Introduction of characters for metaverse inclusion Q3 2022
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CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

At GYLIE we feel the need for innovations and creativity in the decentralization of ﬁnance is important. Mass adoption is
our major focus as we intend to integrate our token into various use cases. Various ﬁnancial services have been built to
redeﬁne the deﬁ space with the wide acceptance of decentralized ﬁnance.
In our quest to become a decentralized ﬁnance space leader, GYLIE is developing a highly secure wallet, decentralized
exchange to aid in a quick swap of cryptocurrencies, and NFT marketplace to facilitate the buy and sell of NFTs. GYLIE
will also provide private and secure transactions and many real worlds use cases. We encourage you to view our
roadmap to view our full list of upcoming features. GYLIE’s highest priority is providing our users with a secure,
seamless, and easily accessible experience.
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DISCLAIMER

DISCLAIMER

This document is only used to convey the information. The participants in the buying please carefully read the white
paper and the ofﬁcial website of the relevant instructions and comprehensively understand the blockchain and digital
assets. Please notice the potential risks and thoroughly assess your risk tolerance and actual Situation to make rational
decisions.
The information contained in this whitepaper is for general understanding purposes only. This whitepaper is for
discussion and presentation purposes only. The proposed blockchain platform “GYLIE” does not guarantee the accuracy
of the conclusions reached in this whitepaper.
Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor
does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This
document is not composed by and is not subject to any jurisdiction laws or regulations designed to protect investors.
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